Feeling **Bright, Great,** and **Proud**
*(words with R-Blends)*

**Skill:** Reading and sorting R-consonant blends (br-, tr-, gr-, fr-, pr-)

**Directions:** Sort each word under the correct heading. Complete the first worksheet by writing the words in the correct box. Complete the second worksheet by using words in sentences.
breakfast

bread

branch
brownie
broccoli
brush
frog

fruit

free
grapes

groundhog

green
grandmother

grade

grain
tree

treasure

truck
tracks

train

trip
Directions: Sort the word cards under the correct heading. Write each word in the correct box.

- tr-
- pr-
- gr-
- fr-
- br-
Directions: Sort the word cards under the correct heading. Write each word in the correct box.

- **tr-**
  - tree
  - train
  - tracks
  - truck
  - trip
  - treasure

- **pr-**
  - prize
  - price
  - pretzel
  - pride
  - presents
  - print

- **gr-**
  - grapes
  - grandmother
  - grain
  - green
  - grade
  - groundhog

- **fr-**
  - free
  - frozen
  - frog
  - fruit
  - frame
  - French fries

- **br-**
  - breakfast
  - bread
  - branch
  - broccoli
  - brownie
  - brush
Directions: Sort the word cards under the correct heading. Choose one set of words and write a sentence using each word. Underline the word.

I chose the ___ blend.

1. __________________________

2. __________________________

3. __________________________

4. __________________________

5. __________________________

6. __________________________
Directions: Sort the word cards under the correct heading. Choose one set of words and write a sentence using each word. Underline the word.

I chose the ___ blend.

1. My favorite animal is a frog.

2. I eat fruit every morning.

3. It is free to check out books from the library.

4. My mom puts my school picture into a frame.

5. I do not like McDonald’s French fries.

6. The ice cream should stay frozen.